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Your main commentary should be focused on the uses of BE and HAVE. Other topics may also be addressed.
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Henry’s second novel, written, like his first, under a pen name, had
done well. It had won prizes and was translated into dozens of
languages. Henry was invited to book launches and literary
festivals around the world; countless schools and book clubs
adopted the book; he regularly saw people reading it on planes and
trains; Hollywood was set to turn it into a movie; and so on and so
forth.
Henry continued to live what was essentially a normal, anonymous
life. Writers seldom become public figures. It’s their books that
rightly hog all the publicity. Readers will easily recognize the cover
of a book they’ve read, but in a café that man over there, is that…
is that…well, it’s hard to tell – doesn’t he have long hair? – oh, he’s
gone.
When he was recognized, Henry didn’t mind. In his experience, the
encounter with a reader was a pleasure. After all, they’d read his
book and it had an impact, otherwise why would they come up to
him? The meeting had an intimate quality; two strangers were
coming together, but to discuss an external matter, a faith object
that moved them both, so all barriers fell. This was no place for lies
or bombast.
Voices were quiet; bodies leaned close together; selves were
revealed. Sometimes personal confessions were made. One reader
told Henry he’d read the novel in prison. Another that she’d read it
while battling cancer. A father shared that his family had read it
aloud in the aftermath of the premature birth and eventual death of
their baby. And there were other such encounters. In each case, an
element of his novel – a line, a character, an incident, a symbol –
had helped them pull through a crisis in their lives. Some of the
readers Henry met became quite emotional. This never failed to
affect him and he tried his best to respond in a manner that
soothed them.
In the more typical encounters, readers simply wanted to express
their appreciation and admiration, now and again accompanied by a
material token, a present made or bought: a snapshot, a
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35 bookmark, a book. They might have a question or two they hoped
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to ask, timidly, not meaning to bother. They were grateful for
whatever answer he might give. They took the book he signed and
held it to their chest with both hands. The bolder ones, usually not
always teenagers, sometimes asked if they could have their picture
taken with him. Henry would stand, an arm over their shoulders,
smiling at the camera.
Readers walked away, their faces lit up because they’d met him,
while he was lit up because he’d met them. Henry had written a
novel because there was a hole in him that needed filling, a
question that needed answering, a patch of canvas that needed
painting – that blend of anxiety, curiosity and joy that is at the
origin of art – and he had filled the hole, answered the question,
splashed colour on the canvas, all done for himself, because he had
to. Then complete strangers told him that his book filled a hole in
them, had answered a question, had brought colour to their lives.
The comfort of strangers, be it a smile, a pat on the shoulder or a
word a praise, is truly a comfort.
As for fame, fame felt like nothing. Fame was not a sensation like
love or hunger or loneliness, welling from within and invisible to the
outside eye. It was rather entirely external, coming from the minds
of others. It existed in the way people looked at him or behaved
towards him. In that, being famous was no different from being
gay, or Jewish, or from a visible minority: you are who you are,
and then people project onto you some notion they have. Henry
was essentially unchanged by the success of his novel. He was the
same person he had been before, with the same strengths and the
same weaknesses.

